
Apply now

XING provides advice and support to its more than 18 million members during

the upheaval processes in the world of work. In an environment marked by a

shortage of skilled workers, digitalization, and changes in values, XING helps

its members achieve as harmonious a work/life balance as possible: For a

better working life.

(Senior) iOS Developer (m/f/x)

Munich | full-time | 

A challenging task

  As part of our XING Events Market team, you are responsible for building our Events

features into the well-known XING iOS      app that is used by hundreds of thousands of

XING users each day. The app is highly modularized, and you will take care of      the

Events module. A lot of features are already planned, but not much is implemented yet,

so you have the chance to really      build something new. Within this excellent Scrum

team, you will play an active part in shaping our product, as for us this is        teamwork.

The Events backend is built in Ruby on Rails, and you will use the internal REST API and

GraphQL to call the              backend. Your code resides inside our central Github. It is

very likely you will contribute also to the open source projects we        are using, or

building.

A convincing background

At least three years of professional mobile and device programming experience, ideally

in agile environments

https://new-work-se.onlyfy.jobs/apply/xf3zr084nakrqtzm5b2ytju1rjaax3o


Good understanding of algorithms, data structures and general software development

patterns as well as API experience with HTTP, REST and/or JSON

Deep knowledge of Cocoa, Cocoa touch and Core Frameworks (UICollectionView,

CoreData, UIKit in general)

Solid programming skills in Swift and Objective-C.

Experience with unit testing, snapshot testing and/or automated testing frameworks is

a big plus as well as android development experience.

You will be part of the overall XING community of iOS developers, sharing best

practices, knowledge and code to the main XING application.

You will be working with your fellow backend engineers to shape the APIs, design

GraphQL schemas when needed.

You are comfortable working in distributed team setups.

You get things done, have a positive mindset, and are known as a motivated team

player with good communication skills in English. (German is not required)

An inspiring environment

XING Events offers a dynamic environment located in the center of Munich with an

excellent rooftop terrace. As well as flexible working hours, you’ll have an opportunity to

unleash your skills and acquire new ones. We offer regular team and offsite events.

Furthermore you have the option to work on whatever you like once per quarter during

our Hack Week. Of course, we also provide free drinks and organic fruit as well as

restaurant vouchers. And let’s not forget the smartphone or iPad that you can use

privately.

If you have any questions please let us know!

One Team - One Vision: XING KickOff 2018One Team - One Vision: XING KickOff 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhbKndJPKGc
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